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 This page will be updated with detailed information on the features of the latest version of JUCichoku. You can view the changelog here. If you'd like to contribute, please file an issue or submit a pull request. For a list of known issues, refer to the FAQ page. Bug reports and feature requests are accepted and are much appreciated! Version 0.6.2 (2020-02-13) Named Argument Parameters have been
added. These are boolean variables that can be set to true or false to specify whether an argument should be used by default or not. An example use case would be: spiceDir { spiceFile "target/tmp/spice/xxxx" } spiceTmpDir The arguments are enabled by adding the following line to the config file: spiceDir, spiceTmpDir Upgraded to OpenJDK 1.8.0_172 Fixed a bug in multi-line strings that prevented

users from storing more than one-line text in the configuration file Upgraded to Google Chrome 61 Multi-line strings with a single space are now saved properly The moment of truth Requesting a sync after the delay set in the config file will now stop, allowing the other processes to fully load if the time limit has passed Do not force a reload or synchronize again Incremental sync only occurs when
there are pending changes If there are no pending changes, it will now allow the process to idle and run at a higher priority. Fixed a bug where cookies would not be sent and received Fixed a bug that causes an error if you enter a wrong URL Fixed a bug that causes an error if you have no internet Version 0.6.1 (2020-01-13) Update instructions for registered users. SCP, archive browser,

synchronization and more, all with minimal memory usage and multi-language support. For 82157476af
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